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Abstract 

About 75% of plant yield potential has been estimated to be lost to environmental stresses, even 

in developed agricultures. To facilitate the biotechnological improvement of crop productivity, 

genes and proteins that control crop adaptation to a wide range of environments will need to be 

identified. Due to the challenges faced in text/data mining, there is a large gap between the data 

available to researchers and the hundreds of published plant stress proteomics articles.  Plant 

stress proteome database (PlantPReS; www.proteome.ir) is an open online proteomic database, 

which currently (as of October 2015) comprises > 20413 entries from 456 manually curated 

articles, and contains >10600 unique stress responsive proteins. Since every aspect of the 

experiments, including protein name, accession number, plant type, tissue, stress types, 

organelles, and developmental stage has been digitized, experimental data can be rapidly 

accessed and integrated. Furthermore, PlantPReS enables researchers to perform multiple 

analyses on the database using the filtration mode, and the results of each query indicate a series 

of proteins for which a set of selected criteria are met. The query results can be displayed in 

either text or graphical format. 

 

Key words: Database; Plant Stress; Proteomics 
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Introduction 

It is estimated that only 10% of the world's arable land may be categorized as free from stress 

[1]. The impact of environmental stress on crop productivity varies with the source; 26%, 20% 

and 15% of arable lands are under drought, mineral and freezing stresses, respectively. Even in 

developed agricultures, about 75% of yield potential has been calculated to be lost to 

environmental stresses [2].  By 2030, we will need to double world food production in order to 

feed eight billion mouths [3]. This will not be achieved unless new varieties of food crops are 

bred that will improve yields both on marginal lands and those currently abandoned. To meet 

these challenges, proteins that regulate crop adaptation to a wide range of environments will 

need to be identified to facilitate the biotechnological improvement of crop productivity. 

Proteomics has proved to be a powerful approach for discovery of proteins and pathways that 

may eventually be used to improve crop yield under stress conditions. It is well suited to 

hypothesis-limited research because it offers an entry point for identifying possibly significant 

changes in plant protein levels against a background of unresponsive proteins. The application of 

proteomics in crop breeding is usually initiated by detection of stress responsive proteins after 

comparison between stressed and control plants. Identification of these differentially expressed 

candidate proteins may then reveal that some have functions clearly consistent with the stress 

tolerance trait. So far, hundreds of plant stress proteomics papers have been published which 

provide a wealth of data on plant responses to stress at the proteome level [4-7]. 

Data mining is an essential step in drilling down to fundamentals of research, allowing the data 

to be easily and fully understandable to plant biologists, and to be integrated in breeding 

programs. However, the promise of text and data mining to facilitate and enhance research 

fundamentally has not yet been achieved, mainly because great numbers of stress-associated 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/277599304_Proteomics_of_Important_Food_Crops_in_the_Asia_Oceania_Region_Current_Status_and_Future_Perspectives?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-2e44027961a479db2a9b84644d4aaa49-XXX&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzI5NzQwMzMzMztBUzozNzcxNzk1Nzg4ODAwMDBAMTQ2NjkzODAyNzgwNQ==
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/236977733_Elucidation_of_salt_stress_defense_and_tolerance_mechanisms_of_crop_plants_using_proteomics-Current_achievements_and_perspectives?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-2e44027961a479db2a9b84644d4aaa49-XXX&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzI5NzQwMzMzMztBUzozNzcxNzk1Nzg4ODAwMDBAMTQ2NjkzODAyNzgwNQ==
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/49844175_Plant_proteome_changes_under_abiotic_stress_-_Contribution_of_proteomics_studies_to_understanding_plant_stress_response?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-2e44027961a479db2a9b84644d4aaa49-XXX&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzI5NzQwMzMzMztBUzozNzcxNzk1Nzg4ODAwMDBAMTQ2NjkzODAyNzgwNQ==
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/7413450_How_to_Cut_World_Hunger_in_Half?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-2e44027961a479db2a9b84644d4aaa49-XXX&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzI5NzQwMzMzMztBUzozNzcxNzk1Nzg4ODAwMDBAMTQ2NjkzODAyNzgwNQ==
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/6198202_Crop_proteomics_Aim_at_sustainable_agriculture_of_tomorrow?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-2e44027961a479db2a9b84644d4aaa49-XXX&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzI5NzQwMzMzMztBUzozNzcxNzk1Nzg4ODAwMDBAMTQ2NjkzODAyNzgwNQ==
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proteins are not deposited in databases. Although there are several databases containing plant 

stress information such as RiceSRTFDB [8], QlicRice [9], PRGdb [10], STIFDB2 [11],  PSRGC 

[12],MCDRP [13],  and PSPDB [14],  these databases do not provide sufficient information 

about stress responsive proteins available in literature.  The only plant stress protein database, 

PSPDB, retrieved proteins from UniProt [15] through gene ontology term search for the various 

plant stress-related terms. As of last update, PSPDB hosted 2,064 manually curated plant stress 

proteins [14].  However, this database does not provide comprehensive information on stress 

responsive information available in literature, and lacks important information such as the 

expression pattern of proteins under various environmental conditions. As a complement to these 

databases, we have developed Plant Stress Proteome Database (PlantPReS; www.proteome.ir).  

PlantPReS is a manually curated database and comprises > 20413 entries from 456 manually 

curated articles which contain >10600 unique proteins (as of October 2015). This database has a 

user-friendly interface with a number of useful features, including a search engine, analysis tools, 

gene ontology, and a function for cross-referencing useful external databases. The expression 

pattern of proteins have been manually collected and curated from proteomics papers or their 

supplementary data. Since plant stress responsive proteins have been published with a wide 

range of accession numbers during the last two decades, PlantPReS converts entries into 

sequences followed by BLAST search against the whole database. This also allows extending 

our search to orthologs of our proteins of interest.  PlantPReS is a valuable database for the vast 

majority of researchers working in proteomics and plant stress areas because it helps to make 

sense of the overwhelming amount of information available in literature. 
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https://www.researchgate.net/publication/5911102_The_Generation_Challenge_Programme_comparative_plant_stress-responsive_gene_catalogue?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-2e44027961a479db2a9b84644d4aaa49-XXX&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzI5NzQwMzMzMztBUzozNzcxNzk1Nzg4ODAwMDBAMTQ2NjkzODAyNzgwNQ==
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Data collection and content 

We searched NCBI PubMed and Google scholar with keywords including plant, crop, stress, 

abiotic, biotic, proteome and proteomics. We collected 456 relevant literature articles manually 

and read through the full text, tables, and supplementary data of each article to identify stress 

responsive proteins. Once a non-redundant list of proteins was extracted from the literature 

further information regarding the protein was derived and integrated into protein information. 

For data extraction, we defined a reference table which include common features from each 

article such as protein accession identifier, spot number, plant organism, protein match organism, 

tissue, sub-tissue, organelle, stress, stress details, genotype, expression pattern and sampling 

stage. Furthermore, we converted all protein accessions into the UniProtKB accession to achieve 

a uniform accession type. The corresponding sequence of each accession number was also 

included in reference table.  The PlantPReS website was implemented using ASP.NET by Visual 

Studio 2010 (.NET Framework 3.5) on Parallel Plesk (version 11) server. The programming 

language used was C# and SQL Server 2008 R2 was used as the database management system, 

database schematic structure is shown in Fig. 1. 

 An overview of PlantPReS statistics is presented in Fig 2. This includes > 20413 entries from 

456 manually curated articles which contain >10600 unique proteins. All entries were classified 

based on plant species, stresses imposed and tissues and organelles collected from each study. 

From collected data, we listed 95 different stresses (53 biotic and 42 abiotic), 112 plant species, 

26 tissues and 12 organelles. The most frequent plant entries were belong to Oryza sativa, 

Triticum aestivum, Arabidopsis thaliana, Glycine max and Zea mays (Fig. 2A). In addition, 

drought, salinity, cold, and oxidative along with fungus were major classes of abiotic and biotic 

stress proteomics studied respectively (Fig. 2B and 2C).  
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Data access 

The data in PlantPReS can be easily accessed by different means. In „General Search‟, users can 

query the database by „protein name‟ or „protein accession‟, „plant‟, and „stress‟ types, which 

results in display of protein-centered information in the same page (Fig. 3A). The protein search 

result provides the following information: protein ID (UniProt), protein name, spot number (if 

available), organism, tissue, expression pattern, and also link to references that validate the 

response of the protein to stress. The outputs can be illustrated as pie charts based on plant, 

tissue, stress and organelle types (Fig. 3B). Furthermore, clicking on each protein ID in the result 

page leads to protein information including protein name, gene name, organism, stress, 

expression pattern, sequence, general ontologies, and link to other databases such as UniProtKB, 

NCBI gene [16], RefSeq [17] , KEGG [18] , Pfam [19] , PRIDE [20] and Protein Model Portal 

[21]. In „protein accession‟ search, the accession number (UniProtKB accession, NCBI GI 

numbers, RefSeq accession numbers, and Entrez Gene IDs) of a query is converted to sequence 

before being searched against the sequence database. This approach allows the identification of 

homologous proteins for any given query. The percent identity of query with PlantPReS proteins 

will also be displayed. If a similar protein is not found, it is highly recommended to search the 

sequence of query in PlantPReS database using „sequence search‟ tool. A customized BLAST 

(NCBI version 2.2.28+) [22] tool has been made available that searches a user-defined query 

against the sequences available in the database. It may be useful in characterization of stress 

responsive sequences and retrieval of homologous sequences from the database, based on 

sequence similarity. 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/303959285_The_PRoteomics_IDEntifications_Pride_database_associated_tools_status_in?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-2e44027961a479db2a9b84644d4aaa49-XXX&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzI5NzQwMzMzMztBUzozNzcxNzk1Nzg4ODAwMDBAMTQ2NjkzODAyNzgwNQ==
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/302342160_BLAST_architecture_and_applications?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-2e44027961a479db2a9b84644d4aaa49-XXX&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzI5NzQwMzMzMztBUzozNzcxNzk1Nzg4ODAwMDBAMTQ2NjkzODAyNzgwNQ==
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/236460129_The_Protein_Model_Portal-a_comprehensive_resource_for_protein_structure_and_model_information?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-2e44027961a479db2a9b84644d4aaa49-XXX&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzI5NzQwMzMzMztBUzozNzcxNzk1Nzg4ODAwMDBAMTQ2NjkzODAyNzgwNQ==
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/224890634_Entrez_Gene_Gene-centered_information_at_NCBI?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-2e44027961a479db2a9b84644d4aaa49-XXX&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzI5NzQwMzMzMztBUzozNzcxNzk1Nzg4ODAwMDBAMTQ2NjkzODAyNzgwNQ==
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/51837933_NCBI_Reference_Sequences_RefSeq_Current_status_new_features_and_genome_annotation_policy?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-2e44027961a479db2a9b84644d4aaa49-XXX&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzI5NzQwMzMzMztBUzozNzcxNzk1Nzg4ODAwMDBAMTQ2NjkzODAyNzgwNQ==
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A filter can be applied to restrict the output based on the similarity of query to the entries in the 

PlantPReS database. Additionally, the sequence search tool is capable of searching up to 20 

different protein identifiers simultaneously. The „article search‟ makes it possible to search by 

article title, author name or PubMed ID; this option allows user to have a glimpse of the article 

details. 

For each search, up to 500 proteins (entries) are generated as a list view in the browser. It is also 

possible to download the complete output file in a tab-delimited format by clicking on the 

corresponding link (Fig. 3C). For „batch search‟, an excel file containing one sheet per protein 

will be generated. PlantPReS provides another way to view and retrieve all stress responsive 

proteins in which all the entries are accessible to the researchers for a multifactorial analysis. In 

the “database analysis” section, one may analyze the database for a specific plant species, stress, 

tissue, organelle and expression pattern, or a combination of these five factors. The results can be 

presented as a list in the browser (for less than 500 entries) or as a link to the output file.   

Discussion and future perspectives 

Although over the years a large number of plant databases have been published, yet, to our 

knowledge, there is no resource available that provides detailed information about proteins 

associated with stress. Our database is the first manually curated database for plant proteomics 

articles. Although manually extracting data from articles might be a time consuming and tedious 

task for administrators, it provides a wealth of information at the fingertips of plant researchers. 

PlantPReS is the first expandable database which provides the expression pattern of stress 

responsive proteins extracted from more than 400 publications.  The researchers can search the 

database in different ways such as general, sequence and article search. One of the major 
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challenges in manual data curation and annotation of plant proteome data was differences among 

protein accession numbers used in different articles for similar proteins. To deal with this issue, 

we converted all protein accessions into the UniProtKB accession to achieve a uniform accession 

type. This also provides a link to additional information for each protein such as gene ontology 

and protein modifications. Furthermore, a customized BLAST tool has been made available that 

is very useful in characterization of stress responsive sequences and retrieval of homologous 

sequences from the database, based on sequence similarity. This is particularly helpful when no 

result is retrieved by „general search‟. We intend to increase the number of protein entries in the 

future and expand the database as new studies are published. We believe that our database will 

be useful to many researchers in the field, and have an impact in plant biology, especially in 

cereal crops. 
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Figure Legends 

 

Figure 1. Schematic representation illustrating the PlantPReS data structure, curation and 

navigation processes 

 

Figure 2. Overall distributions of the plants, Abiotic and biotic and stresses in PlantPReS. (A) 

Distribution of the 10 most frequent plants in the PlantPReS. (B) Distributing of the 10 most 

frequent abiotic stresses and biotic stresses (C) in the PlantPReS.  

 

Figure 3. Screen shot example of PlantPReS showing different search tools and outputs. (A) 

Search panel and home page of database (B) Searching results page with several pie charts for 

plant analysis, tissue analysis, organelle analysis, stress analysis. (C) Generating records in a tab-

delimited file format.  
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Figure 2 
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Graphical Abstract 
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Significance 

The promise of text and data mining to facilitate and enhance research fundamentally has not yet 

been achieved, mainly because great numbers of stress-associated proteins are not deposited in 

databases. PlantPReS is a valuable database for the vast majority of researchers working in 

proteomics and plant stress areas. It has a user-friendly interface with a number of useful 

features, including a search engine, analysis tools, gene ontology, a function for cross-

referencing useful external databases, and the expression pattern of stress associated proteins. 
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Highlights 

 Plant stress proteome database is an open online proteomic database 

 It comprises > 20413 entries from 456 manually curated articles 

 It contains >10600 unique stress responsive proteins 

 PlantPReS enables researchers to perform multiple analyses on the database 
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